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BEHAVIOUR MANAGEMENT POLICY SEPTEMBER 2020 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 At Dulwich Village Infants’ School, we want all children to “Flourish with God in life, learning and love” and we 
want to see this strengthening and development in their behaviour at school. We expect to see the school 
values of love, kindness, faithfulness, self-control and joy positively modelled by staff and children alike and we 
will support the children in applying these values to their attitudes and behaviour towards others and 
themselves. 
 
Good behaviour enhances effective teaching and encourages meaningful learning. The principles of this policy 
must apply to all school activities on and off site.  
 
Every child and adult has a right to feel valued and respected and in turn has a responsibility to value and 
respect others. Whether you are a child, member of staff or parent or carer in this school community, we all 
have a responsibility to demonstrate these values to those around us.  

 
Behaviour Expectations 

 

 Share and show our school values of love, joy, kindness, faithfulness and self-control.  

 Show respect. 

 Learn, work and share in a friendly and encouraging environment.  

 Take responsibility for our actions. 

 Listen and follow instructions. 

 Cooperate with one another to bring about the best possible outcome to any situation. 

 Act in a safe and responsible way. 

 Do our best. 
 

Shared School Rules 
 
At the beginning of the school year, teachers share the school’s rules with their class, which are based on the 5 
school values. The rules are: 
 

1. Follow adult instructions. 
2. Keep your hands and feet to yourself. 
3. Be kind, considerate and polite. 
4. Move quietly, safely and sensibly around the school and between buildings. 
5. Take care of the school, resources and its environment. 

 
Attracting children’s attention:  
Children are expected to work and talk quietly (unless the task specifically requires otherwise). To attract 
children’s attention we use a shaker/bell; children stop talking immediately, put their hand up, and put down 
any equipment. ALL children should do this. 

 
Rewards 

 
Stickers  
Values stickers are handed out by the class teacher for showing the school values in their learning, friendships 
and attitude.  
 
Certificates 
On occasion, children may be awarded certificates for the effort they have shown in their learning.  
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Value Celebration Worship 
Children have their names put on a special poster with their photo for the values celebration display board and 
choose their cheer in assembly. Copies of these posters are sent home. 
At the end of each half term ten children are nominated for the values cups and these are presented during 
worship.  
 
Other rewards might be given overall for punctuality or attendance as a class. 
 
Rewards will not be used as an incentive for those that find the basic rules difficult, only where they and 
others have behaved / achieved over the basic expectations. 
 
Personalised behaviour charts may be used by teachers for individual children with a specific need and in 
reception classes teachers may have simple systems to illustrate to children the expectations in class.  
 

What behaviour is unacceptable? 
 

Unacceptable behaviour comes in different forms and in different places in school. Here is a list of common 
unacceptable behaviours: 
  
Talking disrespectfully to others - This may include ignoring someone when they are speaking to you or 
showing any of the behaviours below.  
Not following an adult’s instruction – whether teacher, support, lunchtime or office staff, pupils are expected 
to follow an adult’s instruction (whether this is in the classroom, playground or any other part of the school). 
Disruptive behaviour - This may be persistent talking, shouting, and diverting the attention of other pupils or 
teachers and any behaviour that stops or inhibits class learning. More extreme forms of disruptions might 
include fighting or unsafe behaviour.   
 Fighting - no person is allowed to physically hurt or injure another with a fist, pushing, kicking or throwing an 
object with the intention of causing harm. 
 Bullying (See Anti-bullying Policy) - Teasing, name-calling or physical abuse of any other person.   
 Unsafe behaviour – this includes the misuse or breaking of equipment, playing in an aggressive or unsafe 
manner (for self or others) and taking equipment from another pupil without asking.   
Attendance and Punctuality - Poor attendance impacts on learning, and poor punctuality causes disruption 
within the classroom.   
 

Unacceptable behaviour – consequences 
 

Most children behave well most of the time.   
 
Some children need a reminder of what behaviour is acceptable and what is unacceptable.   
 
When a child steps across the acceptable line, there are five steps that teachers will follow, they are:  
  
Step 1 Verbal reminder.  
Step 2   Verbal warning. 
Step 3 Second verbal warning and remove from the group/class e.g. sitting to the side/back of class.  
Step 4 Name on the class behaviour log, and time out/in in a parallel class.  
Step 5  If a child is recorded in the class behaviour book twice in a week, they will see a member of the SLT. 
Step 6  If the behaviour persists then parents will be contacted by the Leadership Team. 
 
If behaviour has caused harm to another, it is recorded on the behaviour slip (see 3 above) held in each class. 
(Appendix 2).  
 
A restorative conversation will take place following a sanction when the child’s behaviour has impacted the 
relationships within school.  
 
These logs will be collected at the end of the week and analysed by the Leadership Team. Any patterns forming 
will be discussed with the class teacher and the parents.  
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For almost all children steps 1-5 are effective in reminding them what is acceptable and what is not. For the very 
small number where steps 1-5 do not work effectively, there will be a Behaviour Plan which assesses the skills a 
child has and identifies those skills that he / she needs, to enable them to stay within the behaviour 
expectations above.  
  
For the very rare occasions when all these steps do not work, we will use outside agencies and fixed term or 
permanent exclusions (see appendix 1).  
  

Playtimes and lunchtime 
 

While the same behaviour expectations are in place for playtimes and the playground, procedures are slightly 
different.  
 
Problem-solving  
Staff will generally try to help pupils sort out any problems in a fair way, encouraging pupils to take 
responsibility for their behaviour.   
  
Sanctions  
If pupils are not able to sort out their problems; continue to break the school rules; use aggressive or bullying 
behaviour, the following sanctions will be used:  
  

1. Step 1 Child is given a verbal warning  
2. Step 2 If behaviour persists, child will have time out in quiet hall/against wall – 3 minutes 
3. Step 3 If the behaviour persists the pupils name is written on the behaviour log and slip 

passed on to the class teacher. 
4. Step 4 If the problem continues, the child will be withdrawn from the playground until they 

are able to stay within the rules.  
  
The behaviour logs will handed to the classteacher at the end of the playtime and then collected at the end of 
the week and analysed by the Leadership Team. Any patterns forming will be discussed with the class teacher 
and the parents.  
 
Fighting  
Any fight will result in a child being removed from his / her class for the rest of the day. Parents will be 
informed. Repeated fighting will result in a formal exclusion.  
 

When to involve the SLT 
 

The following will be dealt with by the classroom teacher, unless the behaviour is persistent: 
 

 Not following an adult’s instruction  

 Disruptive behaviour (such as talking, shouting, diverting the attention of other pupils of other pupils or 
teachers and any behaviour that stops or inhibits class learning) 

 
The following will be dealt with by a member of the SLT:   

 Repeatedly not following an adult’s instructions 

 Repeated disruptive behaviour (as above) 

 Fighting  

 Bullying (See Anti-bullying Policy)  

 Unsafe behaviour  

 Attendance and Punctuality  
 

Legal Considerations Associated to Behaviour 
  
Holding, Restraining and Touching of Pupils  
Guidance will be followed and only used when children are endangering others and / or themselves. Use of 
reasonable force. See Positive Handling Policy. (Advice for headteachers, staff and governing bodies, 
Department for Education July 2013). 
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Reporting serious incidents of Bullying  
Dulwich Village C of E Infants’ School has a zero tolerance approach to any forms of bullying (verbal or physical) 
and these will always be dealt with promptly and seriously. These might include treatment of pupils, parents or 
staff on the basis of Race or Sexual Orientation. In serious cases this type of bullying may also lead to exclusion 
of pupils from school. Further information can be found in the Anti-Bullying school policy.  
  
Child Protection  
If there is any suspicion of a child being abused, the witness should write down what was seen or heard on a 
Child Protection record sheet (held in staffrooms on noticeboards) and discuss this with the Designated 
Safeguarding Leads in school as soon as possible (Helen Poyton, Sue James, Tanya Easter).  
  
Complaints Procedure  
There may be occasions where parents / carers are unhappy or concerned regarding how individual incidents 
have been dealt with. In the first instant, a discussion in person or on the telephone with the Class Teacher is 
the recommended approach. If this proves unsatisfactory, the parents / carers should make an appointment to 
discuss the matter with the Headteacher, Deputy Head or Assistant Head.     
  
Policy Review Procedures  
Teachers, pupils, support staff, and governors and parents/carers will be consulted on this policy. It will be 
reviewed every three years with parents and governors by meetings and questionnaires. At each review the 
number of exclusions will be considered, and staff may suggest new strategies to improve the sanctions or 
rewards lists.  
  
Appendix 1 
Dulwich Village C of E Infants’ School - Consequences for inappropriate behaviour (See list)  
 

1. If the misbehaviour continues then a Behaviour Support Plan is drawn up with pupil and parental 
involvement.  

 
2. Outside agencies are advisable and could happen earlier depending upon the child and context. 

 
3. If misbehaviour continues a Formal exclusion. (fixed term), the use of outside agencies  and even an 

exclusion (permanent). 
 
SHEETS FOR THE CLASSROOM AND HALLWAYS 
 
The five Golden Rules are: 
 

1. Follow adult instructions. 
2. Keep your hands and feet to yourself. 
3. Be kind, considerate and polite. 
4. Move quietly, safely and sensibly around the school and between buildings. 
5. Take care of the school, resources and its environment. 

 
Behaviour expectations  
 

 Share and show our school values of love, joy, kindness, faithfulness and self-control.  

 Show respect. 

 Learn, work and share in a friendly and encouraging environment.  

 Take responsibility for our actions. 

 Listen and follow instructions. 

 Cooperate with one another to bring about the best possible outcome to any situation. 

 Act in a safe and responsible way. 

 Do our best. 
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Appendix 2 
 

DVIS Behaviour Slip 
Please note any behaviours that have involved hurting others and inform both parents at the end of 
day in person or on the phone.  
 These slips will be collected at the end of every week. 
 
Date:                                     Time: 
 

Name of child 
& Class 

 

Name of 
child 

who is 
hurt 

(if 
applicable) 

& Class 
 

Reported by 
(initials) 

Behaviour  - hurt 
another child 
physically (P), 
verbally (V),  

(if applicable) 
Or other 

Sanction  
Checklist 

(tick) 

Action taken 
e.g. apology, 1st Aid, 

Restorative 
Conversation (RC)? 

 

Parent 
told 

(tick) 

 
 

 
 
 

   Reminder 
Verbal 
warning 
Second 
warning 
Slip  & Time 
out/in 

  

Any actions following RC: 

 

Signed RC mediator:  

 
To be reviewed December 2023 


